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LET’S DANCE: Several members of the FIU Goldern Daz-
zlers dance team practice complicated dances moves in 
order to prepare for the national competition in April. The 
dazzlers placed seventh out of 20 squads in the NDA 
video entry. GEOFF ANDERSON / SPECIAL TO THE BEACON
Photo spread:
Exclusive photos of 
the new UP ﬁtness 
center.  3
Union ﬁghts administrators over raises, beneﬁts
By MARIANLY HERNANDEZ
Staff Writer
Recent battles between FIU faculty and 
the Board of Trustees over a labor contract 
leave many expecting negotiations to end 
in a gridlock, yet again.  
Some of the main issues in the nego-
tiation include: summer pay, sabbaticals, 
inventions, promotion procedures and the 
possible removal of disciplinary action for 
faculty to ﬁle grievances.
The Florida government decided to 
leave bargaining in the hands of individual 
universities after the statewide contract 
expired in January 2003. Initially, FIU 
did not recognize the faculty union as an 
authorized bargaining agent. But then the 
courts decided that the Board of Trustees 
is a successor employer, which means that 
they needed to follow the old contract until 
a new agreement was reached in January 
2004, thereby making the faculty union an 
authorized bargaining agent. Negotiations 
began in June 2004.  
If issues such as sabbaticals, inventions, 
promotion procedures and disciplinary 
action are part of the contract, then they 
are subject to grievance and arbitration pro-
cedures. If the issues are removed from the 
contract and instead made into university 
policy, then the policies cannot be subject 
to arbitration and may be changed with-
out bargaining with the United Faculty of 
Florida’s FIU chapter. Florida law prohibits 
professors from striking.  
The issue reached a climax on March 
7 in the Graham Center Ballroom. UFF 
President, Alan Gummerson declared 
“war” on the administration during the 
Board of Trustees meeting and said the 
faculty will “continue to ﬁght as long as 
it takes.”  
According to a Fort Lauderdale Sun-
Sentinel article Trustee Chief Adolfo Hen-
riques threatened to call security to remove 
more than 100 union members from the 
Board of Trustees public meeting after they 
booed him during the meeting.
Mark Rosenberg, provost and execu-
tive vice president for the Board of 
Trustees, referred to these differences as, 
“philosophical issues of article vs. policy,” 
in an e-mail to the university sent shortly 
after the meeting. 
“Rights and protections of your 
ADMINISTRATION
Mark Rosenberg, the provost 
and executive vice president
GRAPHICS BY LUIS NIN
This story is a re-print from 
the March 28 issue of The Beacon. 
Due to a technical problem with 
the newspaper’s printing services, 
the story’s original large cartoon 
graphics deleted a significant 
portion of the story, rendering it 
unreadable. 
We apologize for the inconve-
nience and delay of publication 
and thank you for your patience 
and continuing readership.
FACULTY
Alan Gummerson, president 
for the United Faculty of Florida
A NOTE FROM 
THE EDITOR
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POLICEBEAT 
On March 14, a student reported to The Depart-
ment of Public Safety that her professor Thomas 
Pitzer, advised her not to bring her purse into the 
classroom while taking a test. Thus, she left her 
purse outside room AT100 at the University Park 
Campus. After taking her test, she returned to pick 
up her purse, and it was not there. Inside her purse 
was a Metro PCS silver cell phone, a Coach wallet, a 
Coach wristlet, an Everglades Hall dorm key, Armani 
sunglasses, a social security card and an FIU identi-
ﬁcation, all valued at $586.
WEDNESDAY • MARCH 16
MONDAY • MARCH 14
–  Compiled by Rodolfo Roman
On March 16, a student reported that his blue 
Toshiba laptop, worth $1,200, was stolen from 
the Research Carrel room in GL 318-C at UP. No 
suspects have been found. 
A student reported that her black book bag was 
stolen from PC 426. The bag is valued at $125 and 
included a driver’s license, identiﬁcation card and 
home and vehicle keys.
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NEWSFLASH
ON CAMPUS
Academy for Lifelong Learning to offer new 
classes at BBC
In response to a growing demand for spring and 
summer class offerings, the Academy for Lifelong 
Learning will offer classes April 11 through June 
30. The terms will consist of four and six-week 
academic courses for personal enrichment and 
will be taught by university instructors and local 
community experts.
The classes offered will range from Art History, 
Politics and World Affairs, to The Power of the 
Media and Sex after 50. Most classes will be held 
at 9:45 a.m., 11:30 a.m. and 1:15 p.m. with a few 
evening classes that run from 7 – 9 p.m. All classes 
will be held at the Koven’s Conference Center at 
the Biscayne Bay campus. 
The Academy for Lifelong Learning is a unit 
of the Continuing and Professional Studies and 
is FIU’s primary provider of noncredit personal 
enrichment programs. Classes are open to the 
community and area visitors. For more informa-
tion contact (305) 919-5910 or visit www.caps.
ﬁu.edu/academy.
Two FIU professors set to win Faculty of 
the Year Award
The National Society of Collegiate Scholars 
announced on March 22 that two FIU profes-
sors are among the candidates competing for 
its national Faculty of the Year award. William 
Beesting of the Department of Undergraduate 
Studies and Palmer Graves, chemistry professor, 
are members of NSCS who have been selected to 
the nation’s only student-nominated university 
faculty recognition program.  
All nominations are currently being reviewed by 
a jury of professionals and students. The winner 
will be announced July at the NSCS’s National 
Leadership Summit in Denver. The winner will 
be awarded a $1,000 personal stipend. NSCS 
will also donate $5,000 in the name of the award 
recipient to the general scholarship fund at his or 
her university.
 NSCS is the nation’s only honors organization 
that offers membership to ﬁrst and second year 
college students. NSCS offers students exclusive 
access to scholarships, beneﬁts and leadership 
opportunities. NSCS currently has 375,000 mem-
bers and 205 college chapters across the country. 
Membership is by invitation only and is based on 
GPA.
If there is trust and good will and peace, and it doesn’t con-
tinue to be a problem of people being unhappy, the provost 
will be able to see that and know the process is working.
“ Alan Gummerson, president for the United Faculty of Florida
Union unhappy with negotiations
working environment are 
guaranteed through insti-
tutional policies and proce-
dures,” Rosenberg wrote.
Judy Blucker, chief 
negotiator for the Board 
of Trustees, said in an inter-
view with The Beacon that 
it was the board’s full inten-
tion to bargain. 
“It’s our full intention 
to make sure that [after 
policies are bargained and 
accepted] they will not 
change,” said Blucker. 
The administration said 
it would create its own 
institutional grievance pro-
cedure. Blucker countered 
that if most grievances were 
not resolved and “continue 
to fester and the person 
complains and they even 
think about filing a law 
suit,” then the provost will 
see that there’s something 
wrong with the process and 
make changes. 
Exactly who will take 
part in a ﬁnal internal griev-
ance process, if it was to 
happen, is not yet clear. 
Blucker said there is a pos-
sibility it may even be a 
faculty-peer review.
“If there is trust and 
good will and peace, and 
it doesn’t continue to be 
a problem of people being 
unhappy, the provost will be 
CONTRACT, from page 1
able to see that and know 
the process is working,” 
Blucker said. “Only time 
will give us the answer.”
Six grievances have gone 
to arbitration during the 
18 years Blucker has been 
involved with the FIU 
administration.  
“Is it such a big deal? 
It’s been our history of 
correcting things at the 
first level,” Blucker said, 
referring to why the faculty 
wants arbitration rights.  
Gummerson agreed that 
the university is successful at 
solving grievances locally, 
which is why he found the 
administration’s attempt to 
remove arbitration rights so 
troubling. 
“Where is the problem 
that leads to such severe 
attacks on faculty rights and 
protections?” Gummerson 
asked, in a written response 
to Rosenberg’s e-mail. 
Salaries are another 
source of contention. 
According to Rosenberg’s 
e-mail, the board proposes a 
two percent raise across the 
board and a 2 percent merit 
increase for the remainder 
of the academic year.  
In response, Gummer-
son reminded Rosenberg 
that the salary increase pro-
posed is not retroactive and 
that the faculty’s last raise, 
which was across the board, 
was in Dec. 2002.  
There is no deadline for 
the faculty and the admin-
istration to come to an 
agreement. If negotiations 
reach an impasse, the Board 
of Trustees has the right to 
impose a settlement. The 
professors can vote against 
the contract, which means 
that after the contract is 
imposed, it only lasts for 
a year. When the year is 
up, new negotiations can 
begin.
“I think the president 
and I want to reach an 
agreement so that we can 
end this conflict and let 
everybody get back to doing 
what they do best – teach-
ing and doing research,” 
Blucker said.  
Gummerson disagrees. 
“We think that what their 
intention is and has been 
all along is to declare an 
impasse,” he said.  
Gummerson said that 
if negotiations keep drag-
ging, the Faculty Senate 
could use a vote of no 
conﬁdence.  
“And we’ve got one 
other whole card,” Gum-
merson said.  
The trustees must then 
bargain with the faculty in 
order to give “discretion-
ary pay.” 
“We’ll be willing to allow 
it, but not if they demand 
that we give up our rights 
and protections,” Gum-
merson said.
The Board of Trustees, 
like the faculty, also has 
strong beliefs about nego-
tiations.
“The biggest issue for 
[faculty] is all of these arti-
cles that became policies. 
If that’s absolutely in their 
mind an issue that they 
are going to go to the mat 
for … then we will have 
impasse because our board 
is very committed to have 
these as policy,” Blucker 
said.
By RODOLFO R. ROMAN
Police Beat Writer
According to a police report 
obtained by The Beacon, officer 
Andres Falcon reported that on Feb. 
13, eight FIU Public Safety logo 
shirts were recovered. Pressed and 
still on hangers. Falcon found them 
in a dumpster located by the rear 
door of the FIU Public Safety sta-
tion. In addition to the shirts (sizes 
16 and 17), one yellow FIU police 
raincoat and a pair of dark blue 
uniform trousers were found in the 
open, green garbage dumpster. 
The police report stated that 
FIU police uniforms found in dumpster
the items were strewn about in the 
dumpster among the discarded ﬁles 
and ofﬁce content of the assistant 
vice-president and director for The 
Department of Public Safety, Jesse 
L. Campbell.
Falcon stated that the found 
property represented a “clear and 
present danger” to the safety of the 
university community and mem-
bers of the Department of Public 
Safety, because anyone could have 
gained access to the clothes and 
disguised himself or herself as an 
FIU ofﬁcer. 
Falcon noticed the clothes when 
he returned to the station at the end 
of his shift. 
“I was on shift from 7 a.m. till 3 
p.m., and I saw him – Campbell who 
retired from his position – in the 
ofﬁce at about 2 p.m. He just came 
in to do the act,” alleged Falcon.
Sergeant Doug Ochipa said the 
Department of Public Safety gives 
each of its ofﬁcers ﬁve sets of pants 
and shirts with the FIU emblem. 
“Old-timers don’t have their 
names patched on the uniform. An 
ofﬁcer who has been here for a while 
will use the metal plate name-tag,” 
said Ochipa. 
The items found are valued at 
$315.
The Beacon ofﬁce is located in the Graham Center, room 
210 at the University Park campus. Members of the editorial 
and production staffs and questions regarding display advertis-
ing and billing should be directed to the Advertising Manager 
at 305.348.2709. Mailing address: Graham Center, room 210, 
Miami, FL 33199. Fax number is 305.348.2712. Biscayne 
Bay Campus is 305.919.4722. Ofﬁce hours are 9 a.m. –  4:30 
p.m., Monday through Friday. E-mail: Beacon@ﬁu.edu. Visit 
us online at: www.beaconnewspaper.com
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ASST. SPORTS EDITOR On March 11, a student reported that his bicycle 
was stolen from Panther Hall at UP. There are cur-
rently no suspects.
MONDAY • MARCH 11 A student reported that his black 1998 Ford 
Ranger was stolen on March 15 at the University 
Park Blue Garage. Upon returning from class, his car 
was gone. A check of the area was conducted, but no 
suspects have been found. The male student said that 
he was not having any problems with anyone and was 
unable to pinpoint any suspect(s). The car, with the 
tag number H56XMB, is valued at $13,000.
TUESDAY • MARCH 15
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FINALLY!LETS GET PHYSICAL: According to Robert Frye, the director for Recreation Services, the new University Park Campus ﬁtness center will open in early April. Though the center was scheduled to open last semester, problems with the main staircase and a pending water meter approval by the county caused several delays. The two-story gym will include cardio and weight train-ing sections, a basketball court for intramural sports and male and female locker rooms.  ALEJANDRA DIAZ/THE BEACON
THE NEW UNIVERSITY PARK FITNESS CENTER PREPARES FOR ITS APRIL OPENING
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OPINI N  
Dear Leoncio and Alicia, 
I’ve liked this girl since high 
school. We both go to FIU 
now but I don’t see her as 
much as I did back when we 
had classes together senior year. 
During that year, I thought 
we were getting pretty close. 
However, she only thought we 
were friends, and I never told 
her that I actually liked her. 
I want to ask her on a real 
date, but we barely see each 
other now and have pretty 
much lost contact even though 
I still like her a lot. How should 
I approach her? Should I just 
tell her how I feel even though 
we don’t see each other any-
more?
          Thanks,
   Another Love Fool
Leoncio says:
Love. It’s a tricky busi-
n e s s .  Even  though  you r 
situation is a common one, 
it is a pretty dif ficulty one 
to be in. 
I think you should tell her 
about your feelings. 
You said that your rela-
tionship is not as sturdy as it 
was before so what have you 
got to lose? 
You either gain a date or 
lose a friendship that doesn’t 
seem to be very promising if 
you don’t step up. 
Tell her how you feel; she 
might be thinking the same 
and just doesn’t have the 
courage to tell you, like you 
don’t have the courage to 
tell her.
Alicia says:
ALF, sometimes Webster‘s 
dictionary can define a situ-
ation quite nicely. 
It  says  that  delus ion is 
a false belief held strongly 
in spite of invalidating evi-
dence. You sir, hold a false 
belief. 
Girls aren’t stupid. She 
knew you liked her as more 
t h a n  a  f r i e n d .  S h e  j u s t 
didn’t reciprocate for some 
reason. 
Move on with your life. I 
would suggest closure versus 
approaching her and engag-
ing in a painful conversation 
where awkwardness is king. 
You seem like a nice guy 
ALF, don’t let the past and 
“what ifs” drag you down.
Write to us at beaconopinion@yahoo.com! 
We’re takin’ over the world, one page at a time.
FUN AND GAMES: Fair patrons ﬂock to the fair for a night of fun, 
food and carnival rides. JESSICA ISER/THE BEACON
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By DARA BRAMSON
Staff Writer
It’s that time of year again. 
The Miami-Dade County Youth 
Fair is back for the 54th time 
and so is the inspiration to “BE 
THERE!” 
The fair opened March 17 
and will run through April 3. 
Behind the estimated one mil-
lion visitors, incessant amounts 
of lard-laden food and exhaust-
ing advertisements, there is a 
vast history of which many are 
not aware.
A brief history of the fair 
found on www.fairexpo.com 
describes some of the eminent 
changes that have been made 
over the years: “The fair began 
as a four-day event to showcase 
the produce, livestock and 
homemaking projects of 4-H 
and FFA (Future Farmers of 
America) students.” 
The animals and agriculture 
are a decent walk from the 
entrance. Since we live in an 
area in which crossbreeding 
cattle is no longer a novelty, 
those who attend the fair now 
derive entertainment from rick-
ety rides and foods capable of 
giving them instantaneous heart 
attacks. This is one of the altera-
tions to the event over the past 
54 years.
Some of the most memorable 
alterations native Miamians may 
recall involve the change of the 
name and location of the fair. In 
1952, the ﬁrst year of the fair, its 
name was The Southeast Florida 
and Dade County Youth Fair. 
At that time, the fair was not 
associated with Miami-Dade 
County nor were any tax dollars 
involved. 
The current location of the 
fair in Tamiami Park was estab-
lished with much help from 
neighboring FIU and a long-
term lease agreement with 
Miami-Dade County, executed 
in 1972. Although the current 
established location provides 
a comfortable place for the 
yearly event, the ﬁrst 20 years 
of the event took place at Camp 
Tequesta, on US-1 and Kendall 
Drive. 
A March 2004 press release 
stated that the fair provided 
space and the initial funding, 
$1.4 million needed to fund the 
FIU Performing Arts Center, 
located on the northwest quad-
rant of the fairgrounds. In 1997, 
the Performing Arts Center was 
also used for dance, drama and 
music competitions.  
Despite the vast changes 
in the past five decades, the 
fair is anything but diverse. 
Sophomore Derrick Mustelier, 
expressed his displeasure at the 
lack of variety the fair offers 
from year to year. “I don’t really 
feel like going because it’s the 
same thing every year, and I’m 
kind of tired of it already,” said 
Mustelier. 
Regardless of the acute uni-
formity of the fair’s latest annual 
format, fair attendance can 
undoubtedly measure the suc-
cess of the fair. 
The attendance in 1952 
was 8,743, while this year, 
the turnout is expected to be 
nearly one million. With less 
than a dozen deaths since the 
fair has been in operation, the 
event surpasses the success of 
most similar events around the 
United States.
Sophomore Lindsey Donald-
son expressed her genuine joy at 
the fair’s arrival. “You just can’t 
beat a night at the fair! The 
rides, the food and the fact that 
you can act years younger than 
you actually are is like being a 
kid again,” said Donaldson.
The true joy of wandering 
aimlessly through hoards of 
identical rides and vending areas 
is priceless. Maybe it’s the thrill 
of possibly adding to the death 
toll, but it’s probably just the 
elephant ears. My advice when 
visiting the fair is to pray that 
you leave alive.
THE HISTORY AND CHANGES OF THE MIAMI-DADE 
COUNTY YOUTH FAIR AND EXPOSITION 
WALK
TIME
A
IN
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Do you think the Miami-Dade County 
Youth Fair and Exposition should be 
allowed to use FIU parking?
 
 
 • Yes. Sharing is caring.
 • No. There is a shortage of parking as it is. 
      
 •What do I care? My mom drops me off at  
 school.
 • It should be but only at speciﬁc times 
 of the day.
 • I only come to school to go to the fair  
 anyway.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
WINNER & LOSER
WINNER
Artistic con-man: New York artist Damien Hirst makes a 
living off of  sharks preserved in formaldehyde, selling them 
for anywhere from $200,000 to $2 million a piece. The 
preserved dead bodies, however, did not sell as well.
LOSER
Groin Groaner: Last Sunday, Kansas resident Michael 
Lewis was searching for something to do to pass the time 
and thought it smart to shoot at a bullet shell with his 
pellet gun. The shell exploded and hit his groin, leaving 
him unable to father children. People that stupid shouldn’t 
have children anyway.
QUOTEABLES
“Most women stay 29 for 10 years. I couldn’t wait to get out 
of being 29. It’s like the pieces are starting to feel like they’re fall-
ing into place. I don’t feel out of control as much anymore, and 
I love that.”
– Drew Barrymore, actress, whose 30th birthday was in 
February.
“I’m unpunkable ... I’ve been doing this ever since I was ﬁve-
years-old.  I can see him a mile away. I’m the prankster. He’s an 
amateur.”
– Bernie Mac, actor, on Punk’d host Ashton Kutcher.
“I embarrass myself on a day-to-day basis, and happily so. It 
keeps me humble.”
– Cameron Diaz, actress, on letting loose on her new MTV 
show, Trippin.  
“I don’t put weight on fame, and having people around me just 
because I am famous makes me feel really bad about myself.”
– Jessica Alba, actress, on the importance of having a 
hobby.
“Usually I just have the terror in my stomach, which I know he 
had. I do the deep breathing and the pacing he did.”
– Lisa Marie Presley, singer, on experiencing the same 
symptoms of stage fright her father, Elvis, did.
“He’s, like, worn my underwear.”
– Ashton Kutcher, actor, on his close relationship with 
Bruce Willis.
Letters to the Editor must be dropped off  in GC 210 at 
the University Park campus, WUC 124 at the Biscayne Bay 
Campus or sent to beacon@ﬁu.edu. Letters must include 
the writer’s full name, year in school, major/department 
and a valid phone number for veriﬁcation purposes. If 
brought in to an ofﬁce, a legitimate ID may be acceptaed 
instead of a phone number. The Beacon reserves the right 
to edit letters for clarity and/or spacing constraints. Letters 
must adhere to a maximum of 400 words.
SEND US YOUR LETTERS
C
D
Cast your vote at www.beaconnewspaper.com
By YASMINE ABELLARD
Contributing Writer
I recall a time when I ada-
mantly protested to my mother 
that I would not accept a gift 
she wished to present to me – a 
black doll with nappy hair. I felt 
that it was rather unattractive. 
I was accustomed to receiv-
ing the petite, straight-haired, 
blue-eyed Barbie dolls with 
sun-kissed skin while living in 
Haiti. 
When I eventually moved 
to the States, I noticed how 
family and friends also emu-
lated the “all-American” image 
in order to appear whiter, and 
less black.
I often wonder why, in a 
country that boasts multifari-
ous faces and skin shades, so 
many black women uphold 
the American and Eurocentric 
ideals of beauty. 
To explore this issue, I inter-
viewed three black women from 
culturally diverse backgrounds 
in order to reveal their thoughts 
on black beauty in America.
Jennifer Petties, a senior 
majoring in international rela-
tions, thinks the typical Ameri-
can beauty resembles a life-sized 
Barbie doll. The 22-year-old 
California native attributes this 
image to growing up in an area 
where blacks and other minori-
ties were rare. 
Petties, who comes from an 
African-American and Hondu-
ran background, said that the 
ideals of beauty do not differ 
much between the black and 
Hispanic cultures in terms of 
having westernized features and 
added that “the lighter the skin, 
the better.” 
“If you’re black, you try to 
whiten the family a little. You 
want to go for someone that’s 
of lighter skin if you can, just to 
have it in the family. So when 
you have your children, your 
children will be mixed,” Pet-
ties said.  
Petties admitted to regard-
ing the stereotypical California 
girl as the epitome of beauty, 
since it seems that black women 
are generally considered unat-
tractive in American society. 
She said, “Growing up, all my 
friends were white, so what they 
thought was pretty was white,” 
she said. 
However,  she now said 
that her thoughts on beauty 
have changed in recent years, 
especially when she arrived in 
Miami. 
“It’s a lot more multicultural 
here,” said Petties. “You have 
everything here and essen-
tially in FIU, so there’s more 
exposure to different types of 
beauty.”
Nzinga Mack, a graduate stu-
dent majoring in ethnobotany, 
is also aware of the spectrum of 
black beauty, although she said 
that beauty ideals vary within 
the black culture. 
“Some people still have the 
mind-set that the more white 
you look the more beautiful you 
are,” said Mack. “Some people 
still have the mind-set that the 
pointier the nose, the straighter 
the hair, the lighter the  skin, 
the thinner you look, the more 
beautiful you are.” 
Mack, who’s had dreadlocks 
since she was six years old, 
believes that black beauty is 
natural and inclusive of dark 
skin and kinky hair.  
Mack,  who grew up in 
Harlem with what she describes 
as “Afro-centric parents,” said 
that culture plays a strong role 
in how one views beauty in 
black women. 
She also believes that women 
in the black community are 
responsible for promoting a 
more positive image of black 
beauty within themselves, rather 
than waiting for external forces 
to do it for them.
Mack does not believe that 
there is one prototype of black 
beauty. 
“I think as we become more 
progressive, we have a wide 
variety of ideals of black beauty, 
whereas back in the day, it was 
more likely to be one proto-
type,” she said.
Jameelah Shaheed, a sopho-
more majoring in international 
business, believes that black 
beauty is a combination of ideals 
from African-American and 
American culture. 
“We’re trying to reach that 
ideal blonde beauty but putting 
our spin on it. They go for the 
fair women of their type, and 
we go for the fair women of our 
type,” Shaheed said.
Shaheed, who is Muslim, 
added that fair skin is greatly 
valued not only in black culture, 
but in various Muslim cultures 
as well and especially in coun-
tries that were colonized. 
Regardless of one’s culture, 
Shaheed believes that beauty 
ideals of all kinds should not be 
measured by one’s skin tone or 
body type.
“A woman doesn’t have to 
be the standard of beauty. If she 
feels she’s beautiful the way she 
is, then people will pick up on 
that, and that’s the conﬁdence 
that will get you far in life, as 
opposed to starving yourself 
and believing you’re nothing,” 
Shaheed said.
The ideals of black beauty have 
evolved somewhat, although it 
seems that there still exists an 
underlying Westernized and 
colonized perception of beauty 
in black cultures too. 
I have witnessed many of my 
Haitian, as well as Indian, Asian, 
Hispanic, African and European 
friends strive to maintain what 
they consider to be the Ameri-
can ideal of beauty in various 
ways – chemically straighten-
ing their coarse hair in order 
to promote a more “civilized” 
coiffure, bleaching their skin 
to attain a “fairer” complexion, 
wearing an assortment of light-
colored contacts “for fun,” 
starving themselves to be more 
“sexy” and even contemplating 
eye and nose surgery – all in the 
name of beauty.
As a dark-skinned woman 
with nappy hair, I have come 
to realize that beauty is a genu-
ine respect and appreciation 
for who you are as a woman 
naturally, minus the artificial 
ﬂavors. 
All in all, it’s about the simple 
things in life – smiling, laughing 
and dancing – that simply make 
you feel beautiful.
Beauty seen through 
racial minorities’ eyes
Some people still have the mind-set that the pointier 
the nose, the straighter the hair, the lighter the skin, 
the thinner you look, the more beautiful you are.
“   Nzinga Mack, Graduate student
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By RAQUEL COOL
Staff Writer
Grace your kitchen with 
these homemade variations of 
popular Asian foods. 
Cupcakes imitating sushi 
and rude fortune cookies are 
great excuses to show off your 
fine eye for culture and your 
sweet tooth for pastries to 
your friends.
 SUSHI CUPCAKES
 Vanilla cupcakes cleverly 
disguised as sushi rolls are 
a sure-fire way to brighten 
up someone’s day. Surprise 
a friend or treat yourself to 
these pseudo-Japanese cup-
cakes.
Before you start, gather up 
your ingredients. Scour the 
Internet for vanilla cupcake 
rec ipes  and a  sour  cream 
based frosting. The frosting 
will also need coconut flakes 
in it to serve as mock rice. 
In l ieu of nori (seaweed), 
use green apple Fruit-by-the-
Foot. 
Also, invest in a bag of 
peach rings. When they’re 
chopped up, they can serve as 
raw salmon or tofu, depend-
ing on which side they’re 
on. 
Don’t  l imit  yoursel f  to 
these ideas. Try orange sprin-
kles for roe or Swedish fish 
tails sticking out for a “fish 
in a rice tomb” effect.
Bake vanilla cupcakes from 
scratch or  f rom the  mix . 
Once they have cooled, chop 
their tops of f so that each 
muffin has a flat, sushi-esque 
sur face. Discard or gobble 
the severed tops. 
Once the cupcakes are flat, 
they are ready to be frosted. 
Keep some flakes on the side 
to apply where needed. 
After  each cupcake has 
been frosted, you can wrap 
its circumference in Fruit-by-
the-Foot. It will stick better if 
you lightly wet the ends with 
water. Stick chopped up peach 
rings in the center of each roll 
to look like salmon.
THE UN-FORTUNE COOKIES
 If you are a vulgar oppor-
tunist with a sweet tooth, un-
fortune cookies may just be 
for you.  These buttery little 
capsules of un-poetic slips 
of poetry have been dubbed 
“un-fortunate,” but that isn’t 
to say that they are not fun to 
make. So if there is room in 
your life for fortune cookies 
that don’t come with Chinese 
takeout, tr y your hand at 
making them yourself. 
Here are the ups, the downs 
and the how-to’s of the world 
of DIY un-fortune cookies.
Before you start baking, 
you’ll need to put on your 
thinking cap and figure out 
what your un-fortunes should 
say. They can be insightful, 
personalized or downright 
ridiculous. If you’re short on 
ideas, you can borrow from 
the pessimistic undercurrent 
of Hot Topic philosophies. If 
you “can’ t  s l eep  because 
clowns will eat you,” by all 
means, say so.  Otherwise, 
try inane phrases like, “The 
ostrich strikes at midnight.”
Once you’ve gathered 20 
or so quotes, write them on 
strips of paper about four 
inches long and a half of an 
inch wide. 
Handwritten messages are 
far more personal, so doodle 
in cursive if you’d like to.  
Also, you don’t need to 
write on standard, unlined 
paper. See if you can dig up 
some wrapping paper and 
write your messages on the 
white side. 
This is what you’ll need to 
make un-fortune cookies:  ¼ 
cup of unbleached all-purpose 
flour, ¼ cup of white sugar, 
1 egg white, ¼ teaspoon of 
vanilla extract and a pinch 
of salt.
While the oven is preheat-
ing to 400 degrees, butter 
a cookie sheet. Mix the egg 
white and vanilla until it is 
foamy, but not stiff. Sift the 
flour, salt and sugar into the 
egg white mixture and mix.
Place round teaspoons of 
the batter at least four inches 
apart on the cookie sheet. 
Make sure they are as round 
as possible; otherwise, the 
folding will be a little off. 
Also, don’t make too many 
– you will have to fold them 
while they are hot. Start with 
two or three to see how many 
you can do from there.
Let the cookies bake for 
f ive  minutes  or  unt i l  the 
cookie has turned a golden 
color half an inch  from its 
outer edge. The center will 
remain pale. Prepare another 
cookie sheet while the other 
is baking.
Once it is ready, start by 
quickly removing the cookie 
with a wide spatula. 
Place the fortune in the 
middle of the cookie and fold 
it in half. 
Now, hold the middle of 
the folded side against the rim 
of a measuring cup. With one 
half in the cup and the other 
half outside of the cup. Pull 
the pointed edges down.
Place folded cookies into 
the cups of a muffin tin or 
egg carton to hold their shape 
until firm.  And, voila! You 
are a carton of stir-fried rice 
away from your ver y own 
restaurant.
Take On
ASIAN ANTICS: Sushi cupcakes and un-fortune cookies are delectables 
that can raise anyone’s spirits. But don’t frown if your first attempt turns 
out less than perfect – just try again. RAQUEL COOL/THE BEACON
A
New
Tradition
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KING OF THE BEACH: Scott Payne, owner of Island Water Sports, brings 
BBC surf enthusiasts a place to call their own. MATTHEW WRIGHT/THE BEACON
SURFING 
“Dateline NBC” premieres on 
this day in 1992. NBC had long 
attempted to catch up with popular 
news magazines on CBS and ABC, 
which consistently drew top ratings, 
but failed until the debut of Dateline 
NBC. 
In November 1992, the show caused 
a scandal when it was revealed that 
an expose on General Motors trucks 
was rigged to show a dramatic 
explosion.
– historychannel.com
March 31, 1992
WHAT:  Take Back the Night rally
WHERE: GC Fountain Area
WHEN: All Day
HOW MUCH: Free 
WHAT: SPC Cinema Fridays, “Ocean’s 12”
WHERE:  GC 140
WHEN: 7 p.m., 10 p.m.
HOW MUCH: Free
WHAT: Golden Panthers Track & Field in USF 
Invitational
WHERE: University of South Florida; Tampa, FL
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHAT: Relay for Life 2005
WHERE: CP 101
WHEN: 4 p.m.
HOW MUCH: Free
WHAT: Frost Art Museum: Spring 2005: Opening 
Reception
WHERE: Frost Art Museum (PC 110)
WHEN: 8 - 10 p.m.
HOW MUCH: Free
WHAT: Golden Panthers Track & Field in USF 
Invitational
WHERE: University of South Florida; Tampa, FL
WHEN: 9 a.m. 
WHAT: Volley Fest (plus free ice cream)
WHERE: University Park Apartments, UPA Vol-
leyball Court
WHEN: 10 a.m.
HOW MUCH: Free
WHAT: Campus Entertainment presents WWE 
Wrestlemania XXI 
WHERE: Gracie’s Grill
WHEN: 7 p.m.
HOW MUCH: Free
THURSDAY • MARCH 31
FRIDAY • APRIL 1
SUNDAY • APRIL 3
SATURDAY • APRIL 2
HANG TEN!: Island Water Sports, one of a handful of surf shops in South Florida, offers its customers everything from 
surf boards to sunglasses. MATTHEW WRIGHT/THE BEACON
THE 305
Like a traveling surfer who ﬁnds that perfect, uncrowded 
wave on a secluded beach far away, many shoppers share 
that same feeling of bliss when they ﬁnd Island Water 
Sports – like they’ve discovered an oasis in the desert.
“
 By MATTHEW WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Miami is not known for its 
waves, but tucked away in the 
corner  o f  a  shopping center 
just minutes from Biscayne Bay 
Campus,  you’ l l  f ind Miami’s 
ver y  own hidden wave:  I t  i s 
often over looked and known 
only to locals. 
If there’s a surf DVD you’ve 
longed to see, a board you’d like 
to check out, a T-shirt or even 
a sticker you want to place on 
your car, you can find it all at 
Island Water Sports.
Like a traveling sur fer who 
finds that per fect, uncrowded 
wave on a secluded beach far 
away, many shoppers share that 
same feeling of bliss when they 
find Island Water Sports – like 
they’ve discovered an oasis in 
the desert. 
“I love shopping at Island. 
They always have the coolest 
clothes and sandals,” said fresh-
man Jamie Gurliaccio. 
Store owner Scott Payne takes 
great pride in the store. Because 
he grew up near the beautiful 
beaches of South Florida, Payne 
has always had a love for the 
ocean. 
He took up surfing at age 15 
and like most, fell in love with 
it immediately. 
Scott started  working at the 
s tore l ike  most  wave-star ved 
teenagers  in Flor ida,  but his 
passion for the ocean and his 
strong work ethic lead him to 
eventually own his own store in 
the city he grew up in. 
It’s well over 20 years later 
and Payne has  a lways  s tayed 
true to the skate and surf cul-
ture and has consistently kept a 
knowledgeable staf f working in 
his store.
“I’ve made it a point over the 
years to always hire people that 
surf and skate,” Payne said. “It’s 
hard at times but it’s definitely 
our customer service and over-
all  knowledge of sur fing and 
skateboarding that has kept us 
in business for so long.”
Whether you’re an avid surfer 
looking for that magic board or 
someone that’s dying to learn, 
Island Water Sports has some-
thing for you. 
The store is also jam-packed 
wi th  c loth ing f rom wal l - to-
wall. A fully stocked women’s 
and men’s department makes it 
hard not to walk out the door 
with something you like.
Anothe r  a spec t  o f  I s l and 
Water Sports that makes it so 
grea t  i s  i t s  f r ee  sur f  r epor t 
number. 
Simply dial  305-949-SURF 
and  you ’ l l  au tomat i c a l l y  be 
plugged into the surf scene. 
The report is updated twice, 
ever y  day,  to let  the sur f ing 
community know if there are any 
waves in South Florida. It’s also 
used as the stores main medium 
for advertising upcoming sales 
and local surf parties. 
So the next time you’re on 
your way to the beach or just 
killing some time in between a 
class, don’t forget about Island 
Water Sports, where the waves 
have been breaking in Miami for 
over 21 years.
– Ruben Pereira
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The Ring 2: New town, same crazy Samara
For details call 800-XXX-XXXX or visit www.bu.edu/armyrotc.com
BEFORE CEO,
         THERE'S ROTC. 
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that 
jumpstarts your career as an Army Officer and teaches you leadership skills along the way.
                                                  Sophomores!  Become an Army officer hile you complete your FIU degree.
                 Ask about the Army ROTC 2-year program.  Contact Captain Al Williams at 305-348-1619
HEY THERE, HOT STUFF: “The Ring 2”, starring Naomi Watts and David Dorfman, leaves audiences with less thrills 
and chills than its predecessor. COURTESY PHOTO
By NICOLE DIAZ
Staff Writer
“The Ring” left us 
with so many unanswered 
questions: 
How did that tape 
come into existence in 
the ﬁrst place? Could that 
child actor be any more 
intense? 
“The Ring 2” also 
leaves us with unan-
swered questions. So who 
thought this movie was a 
good idea?
Tormented heroine 
Rachel Keller (Naomi 
Watts) and her son Aiden 
(David Dorfman) move 
to Astoria, Ore. in an 
attempt to forget their 
history of incidents con-
cerning a certain sketchy 
videotape. 
Unfor tunately, and 
unbelievably, life is not 
so easy. After investigat-
ing a local story about a 
dead teen, who sported 
the signature facial con-
tortion just like everyone 
else who died at the hands 
of the tape, Rachel real-
izes that Samara, the girl 
whose story is told by 
the tape, is back to her 
old ways. 
After Aiden begins to 
exhibit some suspicious 
behavior and after they 
are attacked by a herd of 
deer, Rachel concludes 
that Samara wants more 
than just her story told, 
and embarks on a mission 
to ﬁnd out how she can 
story is clearer. There 
are still some completely 
unexpected ﬂashes of ter-
rifying images that keep 
you looking over your 
shoulder. And Aiden is 
still as intense as ever. 
However, think twice 
stop Samara for good and 
save her son. 
There were two aspects 
of the original ﬁlm that 
made it so outstanding: 
the mystery and the cin-
ematography. 
The cinematography 
is still there; this movie 
is visually as beautiful as 
the original. But the mys-
tery that kept audiences 
hungry for answers and 
horriﬁed by the results is 
lost in the sequel. 
The moment in “The 
R ing”  when  Samara 
crawls out of the televi-
sion was so frightening 
because we had never 
actually seen her before, 
and the image was unlike 
anything we had ever wit-
nessed (we have the ﬁne 
nation of Japan to thank 
for that). 
But in this ﬁlm there 
is way more Samara than 
there needs to be. The 
ﬁrst time she appears, it’s 
still shocking, but by the 
last scene, which had the 
potential to be just as 
scary as the last scene of 
the ﬁrst ﬁlm, she is, to be 
completely honest, lame. 
The other problem is 
that, by now, we know 
the story all too well. 
The director (Nakata 
Hideo, who directed the 
original Japanese versions 
of both ﬁlms, “Ringu”, 
and “Ringu 2”, but not 
the American version of 
the “The Ring”) tries to 
throw in some surprises 
which are ineffective. 
M o s t  a r e  t o t a l l y 
random and confusing, 
like the deer attack men-
tioned earlier. 
Perhaps the biggest 
surprise was seeing Sissy 
Spacek as Samara’s bio-
logical mother. But after 
some consideration, plac-
ing a horror-ﬂick icon like 
Spacek in that role just 
seems too contrived. 
The ﬁlm does deserve 
some credit, though. The 
atmosphere is still bleak 
and somewhat uneasy, 
which results in some 
suspense. 
There are still those 
moments when the puzzle 
pieces connect and the 
before coughing up nine 
bucks to see this movie.
The mystery that kept audiences hungry for answers 
and horrified by the results is lost in the sequel.
“
FILM
★★
“The Ring 2”
Directed by Nakata Hideo
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Are you a
SPORTS FAN
who loves to talk
about sports?
Then the SPORTS SECTION 
is the place for you! 
Stop by GC 210 or WUC 124 
to apply.
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SAFE!: Diaz breaks the conference career stolen base record, March 26. ALEX HERNANDEZ/SPECIAL TO THE BEACON
Diaz sets record in ﬁrst conference series
Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United States Air Force, it’s
unlikely you’ll even spend it in the same state or country. You’ll have the opportunity to
practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments. And
you’ll feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually
lead your team. Sound like the kind of career you’d like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.
AIRFORCE.COM/healthcare • 1-800-588-5260
MOST NURSES WILL ENTER THE U.S.  HEALTHCARE SYSTEM. 
YOU’RE NOT MOST NURSES.
AFC5550012-4.75x6.75-Spr05  2/3/05  12:23 PM  Page 1
Where: Main, North, or Broward Campus
When: Mon - Sat 9 AM - 6 PM, Main:  305-223-1660
Who: North:  305-945-6345, Broward:  954-472-4800
Ask how to get
up to 
$70,000
to pay for College!
By XAVIER VILLARMARZO
Staff Writer
Senior Dennis Diaz set the 
Sun Belt Conference career 
stolen base record March 26 
as the Golden Panthers opened 
their conference schedule against 
Arkansas State University March 
25-27 at the baseball stadium at 
University Park.
The Golden Panthers won the 
ﬁrst two games of a three-game 
series against the Indians.
FIU improved their season 
record to 20-9 after going 3-3 
over Spring Break, including a 
split in a series against Manhat-
tan, March 18 and 19, and a 
10-3 loss to the University of 
Miami on March 23.
FIU 6, ASU 2
Senior starting pitcher David 
Asher (6-0) picked up his con-
ference-leading sixth victory in 
FIU’s ﬁrst conference game of 
the season.
“The ﬁrst [conference] game 
is big,” said Coach Danny Price. 
“It’s just like the ﬁrst game of 
the season. You like to get out 
and get that ﬁrst win under your 
belt.”
Asher pitched eight and two-
third innings, allowed eight 
hits, two runs (one earned), 
walked three and struck out ﬁve 
batters.
“This is the best I’ve ever 
thrown all year,” said Asher. 
“Conference play is big. So when 
you get a win, it’s big.”
Senior Danny Hernandez 
recorded one out in the ninth 
inning, via strikeout, to earn his 
ﬁfth save of the season.
Junior right ﬁelder Yahmed 
Yema, went 3-for-4 with a double 
and an RBI. Second baseman 
Corey Lozano, left ﬁelder James 
McOwen, ﬁrst baseman Michael 
Lopez and third baseman Nick 
Cadena each had two hits to pace 
a 14-hit attack for FIU.
An RBI single by Dennis 
Diaz and an RBI groundout by 
Cadena in the second inning put 
FIU up 2-0.
The Golden Panthers made it 
5-0 after scoring three more runs 
in the fourth inning.
ASU got on the board in the 
sixth inning off an errant pick-
off attempt by catcher Cody 
Jacobs.
FIU 5, ASU 2
Diaz recorded his 126th 
career stolen base in the first 
inning to break the Sun Belt 
Conference record previously 
held by Tyrone Dixon of South 
Alabama (1990-1993), and Billy 
Webster of Virginia Common-
wealth (1984-1987).
Starting Pitcher, Ammer 
Cabrera (5-2), went ﬁve innings 
to earn the win. The redshirt 
junior allowed two runs, three 
hits, walked two and struck out 
two.
Junior  Frank Gonzalez 
pitched four scoreless innings 
of relief, retiring 12-consecu-
tive ASU batters to earn his ﬁrst 
save of the season and his career. 
Gonzalez struck out two batters 
and walked one. 
Diaz went 2-for-4 with two 
stolen bases, a two RBI and two 
runs scored. Lopez, Cadena 
and shortstop Luis Rivera each 
added a hit as FIU had only ﬁve 
for the game.
FIU jumped off to an early 
2-0 lead with a little help from 
four stolen bases. The ﬁrst run 
came off an RBI groundout by 
Cadena and the second came 
when Lopez stole home plate.
The Indians tied the game at 
two in the fourth inning off a 
two-run homerun.
FIU pulled away in the ﬁfth 
inning after scoring three runs.
FIU 12, ASU 13
A six-RBI day from senior 
Jeff Skellenger, which included 
a grand slam, wasn’t enough as 
FIU blew leads in the seventh 
and eighth innings to squander 
their shot at a sweep against a 
conference opponent.
Freshman Elih Villanueva (5-
2) was tagged for seven runs in 
only three innings of work as he 
failed to record a strikeout for 
the ﬁrst time this season.
Danny Hernandez was slated 
with his ﬁrst loss of the season 
after allowing four runs (two 
earned) in one total inning of 
relief.
Lopez, who went 3-for-5 with 
a three-RBI, and Cadena, who 
went 2-for-3 with three runs 
scored, each hit a homerun.
After FIU jumped out to 
an early 2-0 lead, the Indians 
replied with seven unanswered 
runs in the third inning to take 
a 7-2 lead.
However, FIU tied the game 
at seven after scoring ﬁve runs 
in the bottom of that inning 
– four coming off Skellenger’s 
grand slam.
The Golden Panthers took a 
10-7 lead following the Cadena 
homerun and a misplayed fly 
ball that scored Yema and 
McOwen.
Hernandez came into the 
game in the eighth inning with 
two outs and runners on ﬁrst 
and second. ASU tied the game 
following a double and a two-
RBI single.
FIU took a 12-10 lead in the 
bottom of the inning, only to 
see it fade away as ASU came 
back with three more runs in 
the ninth.
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EDIT
FOR US!
The Beacon is searching for a talented 
and dedicated individual to become a 
sports copy editor.
Stop by our ofﬁces in GC 210 or WUC 124 to 
apply or e-mail Recruitment Editor, Joel Marino 
at BeaconRecruit@yahoo.com
Magazine steers youths away from steroids
HELP WANTED
CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SWIMMING TEACHERS, LIFEGUARDS, OFFICE ASSISTANTS: P/
T, F/T.  Responsible and enthusiastic people needed to teach swimming to 
children or work in a busy swim school ofﬁce throughout the summer. Loca-
tions at the UM Wellness Center, Gulliver Academy, Coral Gables Country 
Club and Big Five Club.  Current CPR required for pool staff. Priority will be 
given to experienced swimming instructors with WSI certiﬁcation. Positions 
open as early as March 21st. $7 - $10/ hour. Call Ocaquatics Swim School 
at (305) 412-4447
Writing assistance available to 
proofread and edit papers, thesis, or 
dissertation documents. Hourly rate. 
Call 305-498-9009. Leave a message 
or e-mail clarice_d_evans@yahoo.
com
Doctoral student available for tutor-
ing undergraduate statistics courses. 
Hourly rate, ﬂexible schedule. Call 
305-498-9009 and leave a message or 
e-mail Clarice_d_evans@yahoo.com
Motivated? Sales account manager needed. Opportunity to be apart of a 
fast growing real estate investment company where you will learn the essen-
tials of contract negotiation. Vibrant, casual working environment where self 
motivation equals great reward. VERY ﬂexible hours. Phenomenal earnings 
potential!! We have several college students earning $1000- $1500 per week 
working 30 hours. We will train. Some sales experience a plus. Fax resume to 
305-436-1979 or e-mail Leoclavel@hotmail.com
Help Wanted Assistant Manager 
needed for coffee stand. Weekends 
only. Great Pay and Beneﬁts. Call 
Lauren 305-778-5267
Seeking part-time Admin Assis-
tant to support Executive Assistant 
in Homestead. Must have: ability to 
handle multi tasks concurrently, good 
communication skills, strong com-
puter skills, attention to detail. Duties 
to include filing, preparing corre-
spondence, scheduling travel arrange-
ments, making phone calls, and other 
duties as necessary. To be considered 
for this position, please email resume 
to MarcelaE@tropicsnorth.net
WORKOUT MAGAZINE:  Nick Palazzo (left) and Chad Zimmerman (right), creators 
of Stack magazine, pose in the weight room of Speed Strength Systems, Inc. The two 
former high school teammates started the magazine which features advice for young 
athletes from top athletic trainers about alternatives to steroids. COURTESY PHOTO
By LEONCIO ALVAREZ
Life! Editor
 
In the middle of all the hype about 
steroids and artiﬁcial muscle growth in 
the sports world nowadays, two high 
school friends and football players from 
Cleveland, Ohio, Chad Zimmerman and 
Nick Palazzo, have discovered a way to 
keep high school and college athletes 
away from this un-healthy lifestyle. 
They started Stack, a magazine which 
aims to teach high school and college 
athletes about training without the aid of 
any kind of drug or hormone stabilizer. 
“When we were trying to improve our-
selves, we couldn’t ﬁnd any information. 
It was all for body builders. We thought, 
`Wouldn’t it be great if there was a place 
for us?’” said Palazzo in an interview with 
the Dallas Morning News.
The first issue of Stack  came out 
after both of its creators graduated from 
college. It featured basketball all-star 
LeBron James in a thorough interview 
that described his training process. 
With the media’s current coverage 
of Major League Baseball players taking 
steroids, high school athletes have noticed 
that a small percentage of professionals 
rely on drugs and other supplements to 
better their game. 
Steroids and similar drugs can cause 
depression, heart attacks and mood 
swings but people rarely think of the 
consequences and side effects.
Stack features individual training and 
exercise routines the pros use. Armed 
with this information, high school and 
college athletes can make their own rou-
tines with which they feel comfortable. 
The magazine offers exercises and 
routines made for people who are not 
gym buffs or for those who have never 
stepped into a gym.
“I think the idea of a magazine that 
aids athletes with better workout habits 
would deﬁnitely end up in giving them 
a better lifestyle,” said sophomore Ana 
Cortow. 
Senior Rick Heinz, who is majoring 
in health education, thinks reading the 
magazine could also beneﬁt athletes who 
don’t enjoy their current exercise pro-
gram and wish to learn about new ones.
“FIU athletes would beneﬁt drastically 
from this magazine. A lot of my friends 
are athletes and are always complaining 
about how they don’t like their daily diets 
and exercise plan,” he said.
How do you get your hands on Stack? 
The ﬁrst couple of issues will be distrib-
uted free of charge to high schools and 
universities nationwide, so readers can get 
a gist of what the magazine offers. After 
that, the magazine should be printed 10 
tomes a year and will be sold by subscrip-
tion.
ALL POSITIONS!! Now hiring! 
The Melting Pot Restaurant 11520 
Sunset Drive to apply in person from 
12 noon to 4 p.m. Ring bell. Will 
Train. Great opportunity!!
www.beaconnewspaper.com
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The Tank thrives on guitars and baseball
By LUIS NIN AND XAVIER 
VILLARMARZO
Beacon Staff
Junior Frank “the Tank” Gon-
zalez has emerged as the most 
reliable force from the FIU bull-
pen this 
season. 
G o n -
z a l e z  i s 
s e c o n d 
o n  t h e 
team with 
a  2 . 5 5 
ERA. He 
has struck 
o u t  2 5 
batters in 
24 and two-
third innings and pitched and 
walked only four batters – the 
least amount on the team. This 
season, he has compiled an 
astounding 6.25-1 strikeout-to-
walk ratio.
But is there more to Frank 
Gonzalez than a low number of 
walks he allowed? The Beacon sat 
down with him to ﬁnd out his 
thoughts on the season, playing 
guitar, Napoleon Dynamite, 
Nessy and Disney princesses.
Q: What is the biggest dif-
ference between the team last 
year and the team this year?
I think this year’s team is a lot 
more mature than last year’s. At 
least the pitchers are, [because 
we’ve] got pretty much the same 
pitching staff from last year.
Q: How does it feel to be 
the winning pitcher in Coach 
Danny Price’s historic 1000th 
win?
It’s pretty cool. I guess I’m 
in the record books now, and 
maybe I’ll be used for a half-time 
trivia question next year.
Q:  The r e  h av e  b e en 
three outings this season in 
which you pitched four or 
more innings. Why not be a 
starter instead of a full-time 
reliever?
I’m comfortable in the bull-
pen. I like coming in when the 
game is on the line, and we 
already have good starters. It’s 
not like we’re in dire need for 
starting pitchers.
Q: You’re not an overpow-
ering pitcher, so what do you 
rely on to get batters out?
Keeping hitters off balance, 
spotting my fastball on both 
sides of the plate and being 
able to throw any pitch on any 
count.
Q: Which teammate do you 
admire most and why?
John Banke. He’s quiet, goes 
about his business without both-
ering anyone, but I think he 
leads by example and has a 
solid sense of humor. He’s got 
a very dry humor that keeps us 
amused.
Q: Finish the following sen-
tence: With a million dollars I 
would …
I don’t know… probably 
just get a new truck and a new 
guitar. That’s about it right 
now. A really expensive guitar, 
you know.
Q: Finish the following 
sentence: When I’m on the 
mound, I feel ... 
I don’t feel pressured. Just 
happy to be there, I guess.
Q: Let’s say you could 
replace your right arm with a 
futuristic robot arm that could 
throw a baseball 120 mph and 
was completely MLB legal but 
couldn’t do things that your 
regular arm could do, like 
touch, feel or play the guitar. 
Would you do it?
Absolutely not! Playing the 
guitar is an integral part of my 
life. I couldn’t live without it.
Q: What guitarist would 
you like to trade places with 
and why?
I would be Kirk Hammett of 
Metallica because to me, he’s the 
greatest of all time.
Q: Word on the street is 
that you’re pretty good with 
nun chucks. Ever consider 
joining a street gang or a clan 
of ninjas?
(Jokingly) There’s a butt-load 
of gangs around this campus, 
and one of them tried to recruit 
me, because I’m pretty good 
FIRE IN THE HOLE: Frank “The Tank” Gonzalez has picked up three wins and one save out of the bullpen this season. He is third on the team in relief appearances, with 12, 
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with a bow staff; maybe after 
baseball.
Q: Who is your favorite 
Disney princess and why?
I’m gonna have to go with 
Jasmine. She’s deﬁnitely the best 
looking. I tend to favor blondes, 
but Jasmine’s deﬁnitely off the 
chain.
Q: If you were a girl, would 
you make-out with Frank 
Gonzalez?
Absolutely!
MORE ABOUT “THE TANK”
• Class: Junior
• Major: Electrical engineering
• Height: 6’ 1”
• Weight: 185 lbs.
• First Appearance: A start vs. Miami (2/25/03)
• Favorite food: Hotdogs 
• Favorite guitar solo: Slash in “November Rain”
GONZALEZ
